Novel rapid molecular diagnosis of fetal chromosomal abnormalities associated with recurrent pregnancy loss.
Labor-intensive karyotyping is used as the reference standard diagnostic test to identify copy number variants (CNVs) in the fetal genome after recurrent pregnancy loss. Our aim was to present and evaluate a novel molecular assay called CNVplex that could potentially be used as an alternative method to conventional karyotyping for diagnosing fetal chromosomal abnormalities associated with recurrent pregnancy loss. Using karyotyping as the reference standard, CNVplex was performed to identify fetal chromosomal abnormalities in the chorionic villus samples from 76 women experiencing at least two pregnancy losses. Its diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity were evaluated to detect aneuploidies associated with recurrent pregnancy loss. Turnaround time and costs of CNVplex were also measured. Diagnostic accuracy of CNVplex in aneuploidies that are associated with recurrent pregnancy loss was 1.0 (95% CI 0.94-1.0), sensitivity was 100% (95% CI 0.89-1.0), and specificity was 100% (95% CI 0.875-1.0). Diagnostic accuracy of CNVplex was similar to that of karyotyping. Both karyotyping and CNVplex assay detected 27 autosomal trisomies, three 45,X monosomies, and three polyploidies. CNVplex also detected additional novel structural abnormalities of the fetal genome. Compared with karyotyping, CNVplex significantly (p = 0.001) reduced the waiting time by 13.98 days (95% CI 13.88-14.08) and the cost by US $241 (95% CI 234.53-247.47). CNVplex is a novel effective assay for diagnosing fetal chromosomal abnormalities associated with recurrent pregnancy loss. In the routine clinical work-up of recurrent pregnancy loss, diagnostic accuracy of CNVplex is comparable to that of conventional karyotyping but it requires less waiting time and has lower cost.